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ANTITHEFT DEVICE

consumption of poWer by a control system during the stop
ping of the engine and avoiding a battery drainage. Further, a

TECHNICAL FIELD

second object of the present invention is to provide an anti
theft system Which can keep the communication cost loW by
minimiZing the number of communications With a control

This invention relates to an antitheft system, Which is

arranged on a self-propelling movable object including a

server.

construction machine such as a hydraulic excavator and

makes it possible to ascertain the position of the movable

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

object on the side of a control server located at a place remote

from the movable object.

To achieve the ?rst object, the present invention is charac
terized in that in an antitheft system provided With a control
system arranged on a self-propelling movable object With an
engine mounted thereon as a drive source and having a posi
tion detecting means for detecting a position of the movable
object, a transmission/reception means for performing a
transmission/reception to/from an outside and a processing

BACKGROUND ART

As an antitheft system of this type, there is disclosed, for
example, in JP 2000-73411 A a technology that detects, for

example, by a global positioning system, i.e., GPS the posi
tion of a hydraulic excavator as a self-propelling movable

means for performing predetermined processing operations

object under control, transmits by Wireless communication
the thus-detected position of the hydraulic excavator to a
control server located at a remote place, and ascertains by the
control server Whether or not the position of the hydraulic

including outputs of run commands to the position detecting
means and the transmission/reception means and a control
20

excavator is Within a predetermined normal Work area.

mation comprising position information detected by the posi

According to this conventional technology, When the posi
tion of the hydraulic excavator as detected by GPS has been
determined to depart from the normal Work area, an engine
stop signal is transmitted from the control server to a control
system mounted on the hydraulic excavator to stop an opera
tion of the hydraulic excavator.

As described above, the conventional technology makes it
possible to promptly infer the theft of the hydraulic excavator
and to disable Work such as digging or running by the hydrau
lic excavator and, because the hydraulic excavator becomes
no longer possible of self-propelling, also makes it dif?cult to

tion detecting means and transmitted via the transmission/

reception means, the antitheft system comprises a clocking
25

30

means, a ?rst poWer feeding means for performing feeding of
poWer to at least the position detecting means, and a second
poWer feeding means for performing feeding of poWer to at
least the clocking means, and the processing means receives
signals from the clocking means, alloWs the ?rst poWer feed
ing means to continuously feed poWer until a ?rst predeter
mined time elapses from a time point at Which a stop signal
for the engine is inputted, and after an elapse of the ?rst

predetermined time, repeatedly outputs an instruction signal,
Which permits feeding of poWer, at predetermined time inter

load the hydraulic excavator on a vehicle for carrying it aWay,

for example, a trailer. Accordingly, the conventional technol

server arranged at a place different from the movable object
for controlling information on the movable object, said infor

35

ogy can scare aWay a potential thief and practically, can make

vals to the ?rst poWer feeding means.

it dif?cult to steal, thereby serving as an effective technology
for the prevention of a theft.

By constructing as described above, the current position of
the movable object can be detected by the position detecting

Among self-propelling movable objects, construction

means in a similar manner as in the time of an operation of the

machines such as hydraulic excavators, inparticular, are often

40

stolen at night after ?nishing Work. While being transported
on a trailer or the like, the engine of the hydraulic excavator is
in a stopped state. There is, accordingly, a need for the devel
opment of a countermeasure for a theft While the engine is

poWer feeding means is stopped so that the feeding of poWer

stopped. In the above-described conventional technology, no
reference is speci?cally made as to the time during Which the
engine is stopped. When constructed, for example, to con
tinuously feed poWer to a control system, Which performs
positional detections and transmissions/receptions to/from a

45

control server, alWays including the time during Which the
engine is stopped, the voltage of a poWer supply, i.e., a battery
mounted on the hydraulic excavator, hoWever, drops (under

50

goes a battery drainage) in a short time so that frequent
recharging is required. When constructed, as in the conven
tional technology, to transmit the position information on the

engine until the ?rst predetermined time elapses from a time
point at Which the engine is stopped. After the elapse of the
?rst predetermined time, the feeding of poWer by the ?rst

to the position detecting means is stopped. To the clocking
means, hoWever, poWer is continuously fed from the second
poWer feeding means. Based on signals from the clocking
means, poWer is fed at the predetermined time intervals from
the ?rst poWer feeding means to the position detecting means
so that a positional detection is performed intermittently.
Namely, poWer is intermittently fed from the ?rst poWer
feeding means to the position detecting means after the elapse
of the ?rst predetermined time. The consumption of poWer at
the position detecting means can, therefore, be cut doWn as
much as the stopping of poWer feeding.

55

It is, therefore, possible to prolong the time until the battery

hydraulic excavator to the side of the control server and to

mounted on the movable object comes into the state of a

determine on the side of the control server Whether or not the

battery drainage.

hydraulic excavator has departed from a normal Work area, on

On the other hand, the invention described in claim 5 to
achieve the second object is characterized in that the control
system is provided With a storage means for storing the posi
tion information on the movable object as detected by the
position detecting means, and the processing means com
pares position information, Which has been detected subse

the other hand, the number of communications betWeen the
hydraulic excavator and the control server becomes great,

60

resulting in a substantial communication cost. Therefore, a

problem also remains unsolved in this respect.
The present invention has been completed in vieW of the
above-described problems of the conventional technology. A
?rst object of the present invention is, therefore, to provide an

quent to the input of the stop signal for the engine, With the
65

position information stored in the storage means and, When a

antitheft system Which can ascertain the position of a movable

distance difference of at least a predetermined value is con

object even during stopping of an engine While reducing the

?rmed, determines that the movable object has been stolen,

US 7,489,049 B2
3
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and instructs the transmission/reception means to transmit a

FIG. 1 through FIG. 8 are draWings for describing the ?rst
embodiment of the present invention, in Which FIG. 1 is an
overall construction diagram of an antitheft system according

theft signal together With the position information to the
control server.

system mounted on the movable object. Because a report is
made to the side of the control server via the transmission/

to the ?rst embodiment of the present invention, FIG. 2 is a
block diagram of a main controller constructing the antitheft
system shoWn in FIG. 1, FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a
position detecting control unit, FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a
body information control unit, FIG. 5 is a How chart of pro

reception means only When a theft has been determined, the

cessing operations until a ?rst predetermined time Ts elapses

number of communications With the control server can be
reduced so that the communication cost can be kept loW.

of processing operations after Ts has elapsed subsequent to

By constructing as described above, Whether or not the
movable object has been moved, in other Words, stolen can be

determined despite the stopping of the engine by the control

since the input of an engine stop signal, FIG. 6 is a How chart

the stopping of the engine, FIG. 7 is a ?owchart of processing
When an information demand signal has been inputted from a
control server, and FIG. 8 is a time chart after the engine stop

As described above in detail, the present invention can

detect the current position of the movable object by the posi
tion detecting means in a similar manner as in the time of an

signal has been inputted.

operation of the engine until the ?rst predetermined time
elapses from a time point at Which the engine is stopped, and
after the elapse of the ?rst predetermined time, can feed

As shoWn in FIG. 1, the antitheft system according to this
embodiment is provided With a control system 1 to be
mounted on a self-propelling movable object, for example, a

poWer at the predetermined time intervals from the ?rst poWer
feeding means to the position detecting means so that a posi

tional detection can be performed intermittently. Namely,

20

hydraulic excavator With an engine 7 mounted as a drive
source thereon and also With a control server 10 for perform

poWer is intermittently fed from the ?rst poWer feeding means
to the position detecting means after the elapse of the ?rst

ing transmissions/receptions of information With the control

predetermined time. The consumption of poWer at the posi

communication means 11 such as satellite communication or

system 1, Which is located at a remote plate, via a Wireless

tion detecting means can, therefore, be cut doWn as much as

the stopping of poWer feeding. Accordingly, it is possible to
prolong the time until the battery mounted on the movable
object comes into the state of a battery drainage.
Further, Whether or not the movable object has been stolen
can be determined by the control system mounted on the
movable object and, only When a theft has been determined, a

25

telephone line communication and also for managing a con
trol of information on the hydraulic excavator.

The control system 1 is provided With a position detecting
control unit 3 for detecting the position of the hydraulic
30

report is made to the side of the control server via the trans

excavator by GPS, a body information control unit 5 for
fetching signals from various sensors arranged on the hydrau
lic excavator and detecting and storing various information on

mission/reception means. Accordingly, the number of com

operations of the hydraulic excavator, a transmission/recep
tion control unit 4 for performing transmissions/receptions of

munications With the control server can be reduced so that the

information With the control server 10, and a main controller

communication cost can be kept loW.

2 for controlling the respective control units 3, 4, 5 system
35

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

To the respective control units 3, 4, 5 and the main control
ler 2, poWer is fed by a battery 6 mounted on the hydraulic

FIG. 1 is an overall construction diagram of an antitheft

system according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a main controller shoWn in
FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a position detecting control
unit shoWn in FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a body information control
unit shoWn in FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a How chart shoWing the details of processing

40

45

input of an engine stop signal.
FIG. 6 is a How chart shoWing the details of processing

50

FIG. 7 is a How chart shoWing processing When an infor
mation demand signal has been inputted from a control
server.

55

FIG. 8 is a time chart after the engine stop signal has been

inputted.
FIG. 9 is a How chart illustrating a modi?cation of the
processing in the ?rst embodiment as shoWn in FIG. 6.
FIG. 10 is a time chart illustrating a modi?cation of the
time chart for the ?rst embodiment as shoWn in FIG. 8.

second poWer feeding means.
To the control server 10, on the other hand, terminal equip
ment 12a, 12b, 120 are connected via a network to permit an
access by the oWner, maker, service mechanic or the like of
the hydraulic excavator to the control server 10 for the con
?rmation of an operation state of the hydraulic excavator.
The main controller 2 is provided, as shoWn in FIG. 2, With
a control unit 211 comprising a CPU to control the above

mentioned, respective control units 3, 4, 5, sWitch 8 and
sWitch 9 systematically and to perform predetermined pro
cessing operations, a storage unit 2b for storing processing
results temporarily in the course of processing operations and
also storing various parameters and the like, and a clock unit
20 as a clocking means. In addition, signals relating to an

60

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION
65

Based on the draWings, a description Will hereinafter be
made about the embodiment of the present invention.

excavator. In this embodiment, the position detecting control
unit 3 and body information control unit 5 are connected to
the battery 6 via a sWitch 9 as a ?rst poWer feeding means,
While the main controller 2 and transmission/reception con
trol unit 4 are connected to the battery 6 via a sWitch 8 as a

operations until a ?rst predetermined time elapses since the

operations after the ?rst predetermined time has elapsed sub
sequent to the input of the engine stop signal.

atically and performing predetermined processing opera
tions.

operation or stop of the engine 7 are also inputted.
The position detecting control unit 3 is provided, as shoWn
in FIG. 3, With a position detecting control unit 30 for cap
turing signals from unillustrated GPS satellites and calculat
ing the position of the hydraulic excavator, a storage unit 3b
for storing the thus-detected position information and a preset
operable area for the hydraulic excavator, and a control unit

311 for performing transmissions/receptions of signals With
the main controller 2, reading results of a detection by the

US 7,489,049 B2
5

6

position detecting unit 30, and performing processing to store

FIG. 8, a description Will next be made about processing after
a stop signal has been inputted into the main controller 2 from

the results of the detection in the storage unit 3b.
The body information control unit 5 is provided, as shoWn
in FIG. 4, With a control unit 511 for performing transmissions/

the engine 7.
When the stop signal of the engine 7 has been inputted as

receptions of signals With the main controller 2 and fetching

illustrated in FIG. 5, the main controller 2 reads in the ?rst

information from the unillustrated various sensors mounted

Step S1 the latest position information stored in the storage
unit 3b of the position detection control unit 3, and in the next

on the hydraulic excavator, and a storage unit 5b for storing
the information fetched from the sensors.

Step S2, stores the thus-read position information @(O, Y0) in

In the antitheft system according to this embodiment con
structed as described above, While the engine 7 is in opera

the storage unit 2b of the main controller 2.
The time T0 at Which the stop signal of the engine 7 Was
inputted is read from the clock unit 20 in the next Step S3, and
is stored in the storage unit 2b in Step S4.
In Step S5, a current time T1 is read from the clock unit 20,

tion, the sWitch 8 and sWitch 9 alWays maintain their turned
on positions so that poWer is fed to the respective control units

3, 4, 5 and the main controller 2.
In this state, the position detecting unit 30 Which instructs

and in the next Step S6, a determination is made as to Whether
or not a predetermined time Ts, for example, 3 hours or so

the position detecting control unit 3, no matter Whether or not
there is an instruction signal from the control unit 3a, calcu

have elapsed from the input of the stop signal of the engine 7.
If not determined to have elapsed, the routine moves to Step
S7.

lates the current position of the hydraulic excavator from

signals from the GPS satellites upon capturing the signals,
and outputs the results to the control unit 3a. The control unit

311 compares the inputted current position With the operable
area stored in the storage unit 3band, When the current posi
tion departs from the operable area, outputs information on
the current position and a theft signal to the main controller 2.
When an instruction signal has been inputted form the
main controller 2, position information calculated based on
processing at the control unit 311 is stored in the storage unit
3b. This instruction signal from the main controller 2 is
designed such that it is inputted at preset time intervals, for
example, every hour. It is, hoWever, also possible to store such

position information Whenever calculated, Without relying

20

25

30

The body information control unit 5 progressively stores
signals, Which are fed in predetermined sampling cycles from
35

been inputted by so -called interrupting processing, the abnor
mality signal is immediately outputted to the main controller

45

signal is outputted to the sWitch 9 so that the feeding of poWer
to the position detecting control unit 3 and body information

server 10.

control unit 5 is cut off.
50

or When a predetermined time has been reached, the main
controller 2 instructs to send the position information and

body information, Which are stored in the position detecting
control unit 3 and body information control unit 5, respec
tively, to the main controller 2, inputs these information, and
outputs an instruction signal to the transmission/reception

has been stolen in a similar manner as in the time of an
55

operation of the engine. When determined to have been sto
len, a report can be immediately made to the control server 10
located at the remote place.
With reference to FIG. 6, a description Will next be made

server 10.
60

about the details of processing after the predetermined time
Ts has elapsed after the input of the stop signal of the engine
7.

the position information, theft signal, body information,

As described above, the sWitch retains its turned-on posi
tion even after the predetermined time Ts has elapsed subse

abnormality information or the like to the control server 10
via the communication means 11.

A description has been made about the processing by the
respective control units 3, 4, 5 and the main controller 2 When
the engine 7 is in operation. With reference to FIG. 5 through

As described above, the sWitch 9 retains its turned-on posi
tion until the predetermined time Ts elapses after the input of
the stop signal from the engine 7. During this period, it is
possible to ascertain Whether or not the hydraulic excavator

control unit 4 such that they are transmitted to the control

When the instruction signal is inputted from the main con
troller 2, the transmission/reception control unit 4 transmits

S6, the routine moves to Step S11, and the body information
stored in the storage unit 5b of the body information control
unit 5 is read and is once stored in the storage unit 2b. In Step
S12, an instruction signal is outputted to the transmission/
reception control unit 4 such that the stored body information,
current time T1 and position information (X1, Y1) are trans
mitted to the control server 10. In the next Step S13, a tum-off

controller 2 outputs an instruction signal to the transmission/
reception control unit 4 to transmit the signal to the control

When the transmission/reception control unit 4 has
received a data-demanding signal from the control server 10

time are transmitted to the control server 10, the routine

elapsed after the input of the stop signal of the engine 7 in Step
40

2.

When the theft signal has been inputted from the position
detecting control unit 3 or the abnormality signal has been
inputted from the body information control unit 5, the main

hydraulic excavator is not determined to have been stolen, the
routine returns to Step S5 and the processing operations of
Steps S5 to S9 are repeated.
When the thus-calculated distance AL is determined to be
equal to or greater than the predetermined distance Ls in Step
S9, the routine moves to Step S10. After an instruction signal
is outputted to the transmission/reception control unit 4 such
that a theft signal and the position information @(LYI) at that

returns to Step S7 and the processing operations of Step S7 to
Step S10 are repeatedly performed.
When the predetermined time Ts is determined to have

temperature of the engine 7 has become abnormally high and
an abnormality signal serious for the operation of the hydrau
lic excavator such as falling of the rotational speed of the
engine 7 beloW a predetermined loWest rotational speed has

lated. It is then determined in the next Step S9 Whether or not
the thus-calculated distance AL is greater than a predeter
mined distance Ls. When the distance AL is determined to be

smaller than the predetermined distance Ls in Step S9, the

upon instructions from the main controller 2.

the various sensors, in time sequence in the storage unit 5b via
the control unit 5a. On the other hand, When the coolant

In Step S7, current position information (X1, Y1) is read
from the position detecting control unit 3, and in the next Step
S8, the distance AL from the position @(O, Y0) at the time
point of the input of the stop signal of the engine 7 is calcu

65

quent to the input of the stop signal from the engine 7. PoWer
is, therefore, still continuously fed from the battery 6 to the
main controller 2 and transmission/reception control unit 4.
In the ?rst Step S20 after the predetermined time Ts has
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In the next Step S42, the current position information is

elapsed, a variable N for counting is set at 0, and in the next
Step S21, the current time T2 is read from the clock unit 20.
In the next Step S22, a determination is made as to Whether
or not a predetermined time interval AT has elapsed from the
time of the preceding processing. When AT is not determined
to have elapsed, the routine returns to Step S21. When AT is
determined to have elapsed, on the other hand, the routine
advances to the next Step S23.
In Step S23, an instruction signal is outputted to turn on the
sWitch 9 Which has been in the turned-off position. As a result,
poWer is fed to the position detecting control unit 3, and at the

read from the position detecting control unit 3, and further,
body information is read from the body information control
unit 5 and the current time is also read from the clock unit 20.
In the next Step S43, an instruction signal is outputted to the
transmission/reception control unit 4 such that they are trans
mitted to the control server 10. When this instruction signal is

inputted, the transmission/reception control unit 4 transmits
the position information and body information together With
the current time to the control server 10.

FIG. 8 is a time chart Which shoWs in time sequence the

position detecting control unit 3, the position is detected and
the current position information (X1,Y1) is outputted to the

processing operations in FIG. 5 to FIG. 7. As also shoWn in
FIG. 8, in this embodiment, the sWitch 9 and sWitch 8 con
tinuously retain their turned-on positions until the ?rst pre
determined time Ts elapses subsequent to the input of a stop

main controller 2.

In Step S24, the thus-outputted current position informa
tion (X1,Y1) is read, and in the next Step S25, the distance AL
from the position (X0, Y0) at Which the stop signal of the
engine 7 Was inputted is calculated. In Step S26, a determi

signal (key off) of the engine 7 ((b), (c)), and after an elapse of
Ts, the position information and body information on the
hydraulic excavator are transmitted to the control server ((e),

(f), (g)), and the sWitch 9 is turned off ((b)). After that, the

nation is made as to Whether or not the thus-calculated dis

tance AL is greater than the predetermined distance Ls. When
determined to be smaller, the routine moves to Step S27.
In Step S27, 1 is added to the variable N, and in the next
Step S28, a signal is outputted to turn off the sWitch 9. As a

20

determined time intervals At ((b)) and, Whenever the sWitch 9
is brought into its tumed-on position, the detection of a posi
tion at that time point is performed ((e)). When the predeter

result, the feeding of poWer to the position detecting control
unit 3 is cut off.
In the next Step S29, a determination is made as to Whether

or not the processing operations from Steps S21 to S27 have
reached a predetermined number of times N0. When N0 has
not been reached yet, the routine is returned to Step S21.
When the distance AL calculated in Step S25 is determined

turn-on and tum-off of the sWitch 9 are repeated at the pre

25

mined time intervals At reach a predetermined number of
times NO (4 times in FIG. 8), the position information and a
signal that indicates the end of the transmission/reception
processing are fed to the control server 10 ((g)), and the
sWitch 8 and sWitch 9 are brought into their cut-off positions

(01), (0))
30

In this embodiment, poWer is, therefore, intermittently

time are transmitted to the control server 10. When this 35

transmitted from the battery 6 to the position detecting con
trol unit 3 and body information control unit 5 via the sWitch
9 after the ?rst predetermined time Ts has elapsed subsequent
to a stop of the engine 7. It is, accordingly, possible to cut
doWn the consumption of as much poWer at the position
detecting control unit 3 andbody information control unit 5 as
the stop of the feeding of poWer. As a consequence, it is
possible to prolong the time until the battery mounted on the
hydraulic excavator comes into the state of a battery drainage.

to be greater than the predetermined distance Ls in Step S26,
the routine moves to Step S32, and an instruction signal is
outputted to the transmission/reception control unit 4 such
that a theft signal and the position information (X1, Y1) at that

instruction signal is inputted, the transmission/reception con
trol unit 4 transmits the current position information (X1, Y1)
together With the theft signal to the control server 10.

When the number of processing operations, N, is deter
mined to have reached N0 in Step S29, on the other hand, the
routine moves to Step S30, and an instruction signal is out
putted to the transmission/reception control unit 4 such that a

With the control system 1 mounted on the hydraulic exca

40

vator, it is also possible to determine despite the stopping of

indication signal is inputted, the transmission/reception con

the engine 7 Whether or not the hydraulic excavator has been
moved, in other Words, stolen. Because a report is made to the
side of the control server 10 via the transmission/reception
control unit 4 only When the hydraulic excavator is deter
mined to have been stolen, the number of communications

trol unit transmits a signal, Which informs the control server

With the control server 10 can be reduced so that the commu

10 to the effect that the transmission/reception processing has

nication cost can be kept loW.

signal to the effect that the transmission/reception processing
is to end is transmitted together With the current position
information (X1, Y1) to the control server 10. When this

45

ended, together With the current position information Gil,
Y1) to the control server 10.

In the next Step S31, a turn-off signal is outputted to the
sWitch S8. As a result, the feeding of poWer to the main
controller 2 and transmission/reception control unit 4 is cut
off so that at the control system 1, processing operations and
transmissions/receptions With the outside are disabled.
With reference to FIG. 7, a description Will be made about

The above-described ?rst embodiment is designed such
50

that, after the predetermined time Ts has elapsed subsequent
to the input of the stop signal of the engine 7, the sWitch 9 is
intermittently turned on and off only the predetermined num
ber of times NO at predetermined time intervals At and a

55

positional detection is performed every time the sWitch 9 is
turned on. Instead of the predetermined number of times No,
hoWever, it is also possible to intermittently turn on and off the

processing operations When the transmission/reception con

sWitch 9 at predetermined time intervals At until a second

trol unit 4 has received a data-demanding signal from the
control server 10 at a stage preceding the output of the cut-off
signal to the sWitch 8. As illustrated in FIG. 7, a tum-on signal
is outputted to the sWitch 9 in Step S41 When the demand
signal is inputted from the control server 10.
When the sWitch 9 is brought into the turned-on position
and poWer is fed to the position detecting control unit 3 and
body information control unit 5, the detection of a position at

predetermined time Ts’ elapses subsequent to the input of the
stop signal of the engine 7. This processing is shoWn in FIG.
60

9.

The How chart shoWn in FIG. 9 is equal to the processing
shoWn in FIG. 6 except for Step S57. In Step S57, a determi
nation is made as to Whether or not the second predetermined
65

time Ts’ has elapsed after the input of the stop signal from the
engine 7. When not determined to have elapsed, the routine

that time point is performed at the position detecting control

returns to the ?rst Step S50 and Step S50 to Step S57 are

unit 3.

performed again. When the predetermined time Ts’ is deter
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mined to have elapsed in Step S57, on the other hand, an

instructs said transmission/reception means to transmit

instruction signal is outputted such that position information

a theft signal together With said position information to

(X1, Y2) and a signal to the effect that the transmission/
reception processing is to end are transmitted to the control
server 10, and a tum-off signal is outputted to the sWitch 8

said control server.

2. An antitheft system according to claim 1, Wherein said
processing means reads said position information on said
movable object as detected by said position detecting means

(Step S58 and Step S59) By the processing shoWn in FIG. 9,
it is, therefore, also possible to bring about similar advanta

Whenever said instruction signal, Which permits said feeding
of poWer, is outputted at said predetermined time intervals to
said ?rst poWer feeding means, and after completion of said

geous effects as the ?rst embodiment.

In the above-described ?rst embodiment, it is constructed
that the main controller 2 is provided With the clock unit 20
and poWer is fed from the battery 6 to the main controller 2
and clock unit 20 via the sWitch 8. As an alternative, it is also
possible to arrange a clocking means independently of the
main controller 2 and to feed poWer to the clocking means, for

reading of said position information, instructs said ?rst poWer
feeding means to stop feeding of poWer.
3. An antitheft system according to claim 2, Wherein, When
a second predetermined time has elapsed subsequent to an

elapse of said ?rst predetermined time, said processing means

example, by a lithium battery different from the battery

instructs said transmission/reception means to transmit said
position information on said movable object, Which Was

mounted on the hydraulic excavator. In this case, it is also

possible, as illustrated in FIG. 10(h), to provide the clocking

detected lastly by said position detecting means, and a signal,

means With a timer function such that an ON signal is output
ted at predetermined time intervals At and based on the ON

Which communicates that a transmission/reception to/from
said outside via said transmission/reception means is dis
abled, to said control server.

signal, a tum-on signal is outputted to the sWitch 9. It is also
possible to connect the battery 6 to the main controller 2,

20

4. An antitheft system according to claim 3, Wherein, When
said movable object is determined to have been stolen, said

position detecting controller unit 3, transmission/reception
control unit 4 and body information control unit 5 via the
sWitch 8 alone and to intermittently feed poWer to the main
controller 2 and the respective controller units 3, 4, 5 in
accordance With timer signals from the clocking means. In

processing means outputs instruction signal, Which permits
continuous feeding of poWer, to said ?rst poWer feeding
25 means.

5. An antitheft system according to claim 1, Wherein said
second poWer feeding means is connected to perform feeding
of poWer to said transmission/reception means; and, When
said instruction signal has been inputted from said control

this case, the lithium battery serves as a second poWer feeding
means.

The invention claimed is:

30

1. An antitheft system provided With:

server via said transmission/reception means before a trans

mission/reception to/from said outside via said transmission/
reception means is disabled, said processing means instructs

a control system arranged on a self-propelling movable
object With an engine mounted thereon as a drive source

said transmission/reception means to transmit at least said

and having a position detecting means for detecting a

position information, Which has been stored in said storage

position of said movable object, a transmission/recep

35

tion means for performing a transmission/reception
to/from an outside and a processing means for perform

6. An antitheft system according to claim 5, Wherein, When
a signal communicating that a transmission/reception is dis

ing predetermined processing operations including out
puts of run commands to said position detecting means
and said transmission/reception means, and
a control server arranged at a place different from said
movable object for controlling information on said mov

abled has been transmitted to said control server via said
40

7. An antitheft system provided With:
a control system arranged on a self-propelling movable
object With an engine mounted thereon as a drive source
45

tion means for performing a transmission/reception
to/from an outside and a processing means for perform

ing feeding of poWer to at least said position detecting

ing predetermined processing operations including out

means, and a second poWer feeding means for perform
50

puts of run commands to said position detecting means
and said transmission/reception means, and
a control server arranged at a place different from said
movable object for controlling information on said mov

55

mation detected by said position detecting means and
transmitted via said transmission/reception means, char
acteriZed in that said antitheft system comprises:

means, alloWs said ?rst poWer feeding means to continu

ously feed poWer until a ?rst predetermined time elap ses
from a time point at Which a stop signal for said engine
is inputted, and after an elapse of said ?rst predeter

able object, said information comprising position infor

mined time, repeatedly outputs an instruction signal,
Which permits feeding of poWer, at predetermined time
intervals to said ?rst poWer feeding means; and
Wherein said control system is provided With a storage
means for storing said position information on said mov

a clocking means, a ?rst poWer feeding means for perform

ing feeding of poWer to at least said position detecting
60

able object as detected by said position detecting means;
and said processing means compares position informa
tion, Which has been detected sub sequent to said input of
said stop signal for said engine, With said position infor
mation stored in said storage means and, When a distance
difference of at least a predetermined value is con?rmed,

determines that said movable object has been stolen, and

and having a position detecting means for detecting a

position of said movable object, a transmission/recep

a clocking means, a ?rst poWer feeding means for perform

ing feeding of poWer to at least said clocking means; and
said processing means receives signals from said clocking

transmission/reception means, said processing means
instructs said second poWer feeding means to stop feeding of
poWer.

able object, said information comprising position infor
mation detected by said position detecting means and
transmitted via said transmission/reception means, char
acteriZed in that said antitheft system comprises:

means, to a side of said control server.

means, and a second poWer feeding means for perform

ing feeding of poWer to at least said clocking means; and
said processing means receives signals from said clocking
means, alloWs said ?rst poWer feeding means to continu
65

ously feed poWer until a ?rst predetermined time elapses
from a time point at Which a stop signal for said engine
is inputted, and after an elapse of said ?rst predeter
mined time, repeatedly outputs an instruction signal,
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Which permits feeding of power, at predetermined time

said outside via said transmission/reception means is
disabled, to said control server.

intervals to said ?rst poWer feeding means;
Wherein said processing means reads said position infor
mation on said movable object as detected by said posi
tion detecting means Whenever said instruction signal,
Which permits said feeding of poWer, is outputted at said
predetermined time intervals to said ?rst poWer feeding
means, and after completion of said reading of said

8. An antitheft system according to claim 7, Wherein, When
said movable object is determined to have been stolen, said
processing means outputs an instruction signal, Which per
mits continuous feeding of poWer, to said ?rst poWer feeding
means.

9. An antitheft system according to claim 7, Wherein, When
a second predetermined time has elapsed subsequent to an

position information, instructs said ?rst poWer feeding

elapse of said ?rst predetermined time, said processing means

means to stop feeding of poWer; and

instructs said transmission/reception means to transmit said
position information on said movable object, Which Was

Wherein, When said command signal Which permits feed

detected lastly by said position detecting means, and a signal,

ing of poWer has been outputted a predetermined num
ber of times at said predetermined time intervals to said
?rst poWer feeding means, said processing means
instructs said transmission/reception means to transmit
said position information on said movable object, Which

Which communicates that a transmission/reception to/from
said outside via said transmission/reception means is dis
abled, to said control server.
1 0. An antitheft system according to claim 9 Wherein, When
said movable object is determined to have been stolen, said

Was detected lastly by said position detecting means, and

processing means outputs instruction signal, Which permits

a signal, Which communicates that a transmission/recep

tion to/from said outside via said transmission/reception
means is disabled, to said control server. signal, Which
communicates that a transmission/reception to/ from
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continuous feeding of poWer, to said ?rst poWer feeding
means.

